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Today: Topics related to ISA design ...

Motorola 68000: Late 70s technology 
limitations led to a microcoded CPU.

MIPS-64: Highlights of Appendix A 
discussion of the RISC approach.

Estimating the cost of a CPU chip.

Short Break.
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Instruction Set Design
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Instruction Set Design

First edition, 1990

When defining a 
new instruction set, 

an architect makes about 
a dozen major decisions.

Qualitative reasoning, 
experience, and intuition 
will always play a major 

role in this effort ...

To what degree can these 
decisions be driven by 

quantitative data? 
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Examples from MIPS64

5th edition, Appendix A

Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 14

Figure A.22 Instruction layout for MIPS. All instructions are encoded in one of three types, with common fields in the same 
location in each format.

Why use a 16-bit 
immediate field? 
Why not 12-bit? 

Or 20-bit?

Why use a 5-bit 
register field? 

Why is 32 general 
purpose registers the 

“right” number?

These questions are 
“quantitive” ... but the 
toolkit is more general. 
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Quantitative answers for qualitative questions ...

Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 14

Figure A.22 Instruction layout for MIPS. All instructions are encoded in one of three types, with common fields in the same 
location in each format.

Why so few 
load/store 

addressing modes?

Why no support of 
memory operands 

for ALU instructions?

Appendix A systematically addresses these issues ...

Why restrict ISA 
to one fixed (32-bit) 

instruction size? 
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Register-register

Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 2

Figure A.1 Operand locations for four instruction set architecture classes. The arrows indicate whether the operand is an input 
or the result of the arithmetic-logical unit (ALU) operation, or both an input and result. Lighter shades indicate inputs, and the dark 
shade indicates the result. In (a), a Top Of Stack register (TOS) points to the top input operand, which is combined with the 
operand below. The first operand is removed from the stack, the result takes the place of the second operand, and TOS is updated 
to point to the result. All operands are implicit. In (b), the Accumulator is both an implicit input operand and a result. In (c), one 
input operand is a register, one is in memory, and the result goes to a register. All operands are registers in (d) and, like the stack 
architecture, can be transferred to memory only via separate instructions: push or pop for (a) and load or store for (d).

Machine 
code for 
c = a + b;

1990s technology was ready for RISC

Transistors were available 
for on-chip instruction cache.

So, larger code size would 
not monopolize bandwidth 
to off-chip DRAM memory.
Fixed-length instructions 

made fast pipelining practical.
For the right target ISA, 

compiled code quality could 
match hand-coded assembly.

Not really 
quantitative ...

 ----------->
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Quantitative answers for qualitative questions ...

Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 14

Figure A.22 Instruction layout for MIPS. All instructions are encoded in one of three types, with common fields in the same 
location in each format.

Why so few 
load/store 

addressing modes?

A quantitative 
approach: Measure 
dynamic instruction 

use of popular 
programs on machines 
with many instruction 

modes and a good 
compiler (VAX).
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C & Unix under 
development at 
Bell Labs. PDP-11

Teletyp
eKen 

Thompson

Dennis 

Ritchie
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Instruction modes: “C is a high-level assembler” origin

a[i++]

a[i--]

w += a[*p]

w += a[100 + i + d*j]

w += a[i + j]

w += a[1001]

w += a[i]
w += a[100 + i]

w += 3
w += i
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TeX, Spice, and Gcc, measured on a VAX

Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 3

Figure A.7 Summary of use of memory addressing modes (including immediates). These major addressing modes account for 
all but a few percent (0% to 3%) of the memory accesses. Register modes, which are not counted, account for one-half of the 
operand references, while memory addressing modes (including immediate) account for the other half. Of course, the compiler 
affects what addressing modes are used; see Section A.8. The memory indirect mode on the VAX can use displacement, 
autoincrement, or autodecrement to form the initial memory address; in these programs, almost all the memory indirect references 
use displacement mode as the base. Displacement mode includes all displacement lengths (8, 16, and 32 bits). The PC-relative 
addressing modes, used almost exclusively for branches, are not included. Only the addressing modes with an average frequency 
of over 1% are shown.

Register mode is 50%, and is not shown on chart. 
So, divide percentages on chart by a factor of 2.

Quantitative 
answer: 
Register, 

displacement, 
and 

immediate 
are probably
sufficient.
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Quantitative answers for quantitative questions ...

Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 14

Figure A.22 Instruction layout for MIPS. All instructions are encoded in one of three types, with common fields in the same 
location in each format.

A quantitative 
approach: 

Immediate field is 
used in several ways. 
Measure code traces 
for each, and pick a

happy medium to keep 
instruction set simple.

Why use a 16-bit 
immediate field? 
Why not 12-bit? 

Or 20-bit?
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ALU immediate usage (special case: load immediate)

Approach: Measure the size of the constant coded in 
the 32-bit VAX ALU immediate field, over a set of 
programs, by examining the dynamic instruction stream.

Data: 
50% of the constants were <= 8 bits.

80% of the constants were <= 16 bits.

Conclusion: 
16-bit ALU immediates are sufficient 
for the “common case”.
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DEC Alpha ISA: Has 16-bit ALU immediates

Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 6

Figure A.10 The distribution of immediate values. The x-axis shows the number of bits needed to represent the magnitude of 
an immediate value—0 means the immediate field value was 0. The majority of the immediate values are positive. About 20% 
were negative for CINT2000, and about 30% were negative for CFP2000. These measurements were taken on an Alpha, where 
the maximum immediate is 16 bits, for the same programs as in Figure A.8. A similar measurement on the VAX, which 
supported 32-bit immediates, showed that about 20% to 25% of immediates were longer than 16 bits. Thus, 16 bits would capture 
about 80% and 8 bits about 50%.

The % of signed intermediates whose 
absolute values uses N out of 16 bits.

N

%

Small integers: popular for integer math.

Large 
integers: 
Popular 

for address 
calculations.

Floats 
have 

unique 
properties.
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Dynamic plot for LW/SW displacement

The % of signed displacements whose 
absolute values uses N out of 16 bits.

Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 4

Figure A.8 Displacement values are widely distributed. There are both a large number of small values and a fair number of 
large values. The wide distribution of displacement values is due to multiple storage areas for variables and different  
displacements to access them (see Section A.8) as well as the overall addressing scheme the compiler uses. The x-axis is log2 of 
the displacement, that is, the size of a field needed to represent the magnitude of the displacement. Zero on the x-axis shows the 
percentage of displacements of value 0. The graph does not include the sign bit, which is heavily affected by the storage layout. 
Most displacements are positive, but a majority of the largest displacements (14+ bits) are negative. Since these data were 
collected on a computer with 16-bit displacements, they cannot tell us about longer displacements. These data were taken on the 
Alpha architecture with full optimization (see Section A.8) for SPEC CPU2000, showing the average of integer programs 
(CINT2000) and the average of floating-point programs (CFP2000).

N

%

Very small displacement are very popular.

Would N > 15 be more 
popular than 8 < N < 15? 
This data doesn’t tell us.

Popular 
sizes for 
vector 

and matrix 
blocks ..

8 bits 
might be 

enough 
for integer 

common 
case. Need 
16 bits for 

floats.

Conclusions:
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And finally, conditional branch displacement

% of branch displacements whose abs() uses N out of 16 bits

Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 9

Figure A.15 Branch distances in terms of number of instructions between the target and the branch instruction. The most 
frequent branches in the integer programs are to targets that can be encoded in 4 to 8 bits. This result tells us that short 
displacement fields often suffice for branches and that the designer can gain some encoding density by having a shorter 
instruction with a smaller branch displacement. These measurements were taken on a load-store computer (Alpha architecture) 
with all instructions aligned on word boundaries. An architecture that requires fewer instructions for the same program, such as a 
VAX, would have shorter branch distances. However, the number of bits needed for the displacement may increase if the 
computer has variable-length instructions to be aligned on any byte boundary. The programs and computer used to collect these 
statistics are the same as those in Figure A.8. 

N

%

Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 14

Figure A.22 Instruction layout for MIPS. All instructions are encoded in one of three types, with common fields in the same 
location in each format.

16 bits will work well 
conditional branches, too. 

Many person-years of 
studies of this nature 
are done for a new ISA.

We have now justified all 
I-type immediate field
uses quantitatively.
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How compiler technology can inform an ISA decision

Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 14

Figure A.22 Instruction layout for MIPS. All instructions are encoded in one of three types, with common fields in the same 
location in each format.

Why use a 5-bit 
register field? 

Why is 32 general 
purpose registers the 

“right” number?
Setup:

Compilers will take 
high-level language 
arithmetic, and expand 
it through the use of 
“throwaway” temporary 
variables (temporaries 
written only once).

Example:

f = b + c + d - 1 
becomes:

CS 536  Spring 2001 8

An Example

• Consider the program
a := c + d
e := a + b
f := e - 1

– with the assumption that a and e die after use
• Temporary a can be “reused” after e := a + b
• Same with temporary e
• Can allocate a, e, and f all to one register (r1):

r1 := r2 + r3
r1 := r1 + r4
r1 := r1 - 1

Temporaries: a, e
17Tuesday, March 18, 14



How compiler technology can inform an ISA decision

Example:

f = b + c + d - 1 
becomes:

CS 536  Spring 2001 8

An Example

• Consider the program
a := c + d
e := a + b
f := e - 1

– with the assumption that a and e die after use
• Temporary a can be “reused” after e := a + b
• Same with temporary e
• Can allocate a, e, and f all to one register (r1):

r1 := r2 + r3
r1 := r1 + r4
r1 := r1 - 1

Temporaries: a, e

During code generation, a 
compiler allocates registers to 
temps when available, because 

registers are faster than memory.

CS 536  Spring 2001 8

An Example

• Consider the program
a := c + d
e := a + b
f := e - 1

– with the assumption that a and e die after use
• Temporary a can be “reused” after e := a + b
• Same with temporary e
• Can allocate a, e, and f all to one register (r1):

r1 := r2 + r3
r1 := r1 + r4
r1 := r1 - 1

CS 536  Spring 2001 8

An Example

• Consider the program
a := c + d
e := a + b
f := e - 1

– with the assumption that a and e die after use
• Temporary a can be “reused” after e := a + b
• Same with temporary e
• Can allocate a, e, and f all to one register (r1):

r1 := r2 + r3
r1 := r1 + r4
r1 := r1 - 1

In the general case, register 
allocation task is NP-complete ...

There are good heuristic solutions, but they require 
16 free registers (preferably more) to work well.

This line of reasoning quantifies one 
advantage of 32 general purpose registers 
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Putting it all together: MIPS64 decisions

■ Section A.2—Use general-purpose registers with a load-store architecture.

■ Section A.3—Support these addressing modes: displacement (with an address offset 
size of 12 to 16 bits), immediate (size 8 to 16 bits), and register indirect.

■ Section A.4—Support these data sizes and types: 8-, 16-, 32-, and 64-bit integers 
and 64-bit IEEE 754 floating-point numbers.

■ Section A.5—Support these simple instructions, since they will dominate the 
number of instructions executed: load, store, add, subtract, move register-register, 
and shift.

■ Section A.6—Compare equal, compare not equal, compare less, branch (with a PC-relative 
address at least 8 bits long), jump, call, and return.

■ Section A.7—Use fixed instruction encoding if interested in performance, and use variable 
instruction encoding if interested in code size.

■ Section A.8—Provide at least 16 general-purpose registers, be sure all addressing modes apply 
to all data transfer instructions, and aim for a minimalist instruction set. 

The take-away message of Appendix A is the 
methodology, not the particulars of the decisions.
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Last week: 30th anniversary of the original Macintosh

It brought desktop publishing out of the labs ...
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“Mechatronic” automatic typewriter as printer ...

“Daisy-wheel” printer, invented by Diablo Inc.
21Tuesday, March 18, 14



Networked workstations sharing a quiet laser printer ...

The reason why most people bought computers ... 
until the Internet reached critical mass (mid-1990s). 
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Mainboard of the original Macintosh

128KB DRAM.
22KB was 
devoted to 
frame buffer 
for 512 x 342
1-bit video.

64KB ROM.
Held OS,  
library code.

Motorola 
68000 CPU. 
Control uses 
microcode.
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Motorola 
68000

1 Euro Coin. About 
the size of US quarter.
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  ARM CPU
 32 KB 

instruction 
cache uses 
3 million 

transistors
 Typical 

miss rate: 
1.5%

 DRAM 
interface 

uses 61 pins 
that toggle 
at 100 MHz 

By 2001, silicon/package technology made 
CPU instruction bandwidth a minor issue.
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Moto 68000

64-pin 
package. 

Multiplexed 
memory bus. 
290 ns read 
(3.5 MHz) 
for 8 MHz 
CPU clock

  ARM CPU
 32 KB 

instruction 
cache uses 
3 million 

transistors

 DRAM 
interface 

uses 61 pins 
that toggle 
at 100 MHz 

 Typical 
miss rate: 

1.5%

 68,000 
transistors 
No room 

 for caches

Released: 1979

CPU instruction bandwidth 
issues defined architecture.

Original Mac had 128K DRAM. 
Code size very important too.
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Recall: Original Macintosh mainboard

128KB DRAM.
22KB was 
devoted to 
frame buffer 
for 512 x 342
1-bit video.

64KB ROM.
Held OS,  
library code.

Motorola 
68000 CPU. 
Control uses 
microcode.
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Copyright © 2011, Elsevier Inc. All rights Reserved. 2

Figure A.1 Operand locations for four instruction set architecture classes. The arrows indicate whether the operand is an input 
or the result of the arithmetic-logical unit (ALU) operation, or both an input and result. Lighter shades indicate inputs, and the dark 
shade indicates the result. In (a), a Top Of Stack register (TOS) points to the top input operand, which is combined with the 
operand below. The first operand is removed from the stack, the result takes the place of the second operand, and TOS is updated 
to point to the result. All operands are implicit. In (b), the Accumulator is both an implicit input operand and a result. In (c), one 
input operand is a register, one is in memory, and the result goes to a register. All operands are registers in (d) and, like the stack 
architecture, can be transferred to memory only via separate instructions: push or pop for (a) and load or store for (d).

Register-memory No i-cache? Slow memory bandwidth?
Expensive DRAM? This might help ...

Machine 
code for 
c = a + b;

Recall: 4 instrs 
for reg-reg.

Without cache or fast bus, 
slow instruction fetch 

is inevitable.
Register-memory lets us 
amortize each instruction 
fetch with a data fetch.
Complex instructions lets 
CPU do something useful 
while waiting for memory.
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Seconds
Program

 Instructions
Program

= Seconds
Cycle Instruction

Cycles

Goal is to 
optimize 
execution 
time, not
individual
equation
terms.

 Memory 
speed sets  

minimum CPI. 
Complex 

instruction 
can do 

something 
useful during 

the wait.

Define 
instructions 
that do a lot 
of work, so a 

program 
fetches 
fewer of 

them.

The more 
on-chip 

work our 
complex 

instructions 
let us do, the 
faster the 

clock 
should be.

Performance equation for 1979 technologies ...
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68000 internal architecture

Resources. The 68000 design provides an address
space of 232 bytes (limited to 224 bytes in the initial im-
plementation). Memory is byte addressable, with
individual-bit addressing provided for bit-manip-
ulation instructions. Memory may be accessed in
units of 1, 8, 16, or 32 bits. CPU resources include six-
teen 32-bit registers, a 32-bit program counter (24
bits in the initial implementation), and a 16-bit status
register.
The registers (Figure 2) are divided into two

classes. The eight data registers are used primarily
for data manipulation; they may be operand sources
or destinations for all operations but are used in ad-
dressing only as index registers. The eight remaining
(address) registers are used primarily for addressing.
The stack pointer is one of the address registers. The
program counter and status word are separate
registers.

Addressing. Memory is logically addressed in 8-bit
bytes, 16-bit words, or 32-bit long words. The current
implementation requires that word and long-word

31 1615 8 7 0

31 16 15 0~~~~~~~. 'I
F ~ ~~~~~~I

1-- ~~USER STACK POINTERI
~ ~SUPERVISORY STACK POINTER

_- _- _

(a)

DO
D0
D2
D3
D4
05
D6
D7

EIGHT
DATA
REGISTERS

Table 2.
MC68000 addressing modes.

REGISTER DIRECT ADDRESSING:
data register direct
address register direct
status register direct

REGISTER DEFERRED ADDRESSING:
register deferred
register deferred post-increment
register deferred pre-decrement
base relative
indexed

PROGRAM COUNTER RELATIVE:
relative with offset
relative indexed
short PC relative branch
long PC relative branch

ABSOLUTE ADDRESSING:
absolute short
absolute long

IMMEDIATE DATA ADDRESSING:
immediate
quick immediate

EA = Dn
EA = An
EA = SR

EA = (An)
EA = (An); An <-An + N
An<- An-N; EA = (An)
EA = (An) + d16
EA = (An) + (Xn) + d8

EA = (PC)
EA = (PC)
EA = (PC)
EA = (PC)

+ d16
+ (Xn) + d8
+ d8
+ d16

EA = (next instruction word)
EA = (next two instruction words)

DATA = next instruction word(s)
DATA = subfield of instruction (4 bits)

DEFINITIONS:
EA = effective address
An = address register
Dn = data register
Xn = address or data register used as index register
SR = status register
PC = program counter
d8 = 8-bit displacement
d16 = 16-bit displacement
N = 1 for byte, 2 for word, and 4 for long word operands

= contents of
<- = replaces

AO
Al
A2 EIUrT
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A7'

15 8 7 0

15 13 10 8

ITS! '21 I'10

TRACE MODE |

SUPERVISORY

INTERRUPT
MASK

EXTEND
NEGATIVE

ZERO
OVERFLOW

CARRY

(b)

Figure 2. MC68000 programming model (a) a
structure of status register (b).

ADDRESS data be word aligned. Bits are individually ad-
REGISTERS dressable in the bit-manipulation instructions.

The architecture specifies an optimal memory-
management scheme that implements and enforces
variable-length segmentation of the address space

.PROGRAM with access rights specifiable for individual
COUNTER segments. The processor can be used with or without
STATUS memory management.
REGISTER Address calculations (Table 2) are specified by 6-bit

fields of the instruction. The addressing specification
is orthogonal to the operation specification of the in-

0XNZVICl struction; that is, any addressingmode can be used in
any instruction that uses addressing.
Addresses are 32-bit quantities (24 bits in the cur-

rent implementation). The architecture efficiently
supports small systems (those with fewer than 216 ad-
dressable bytes) by allowing 16-bit address quan-
tities to be specified, moved, or calculated in almost
every addressing situation. For example, an absolute
address carried in an instruction can use 16 or 32 bits,
or an index calculation can use 16 bits (sign extended
to 24 bits) or 32 bits of a register as input. This feature
allows the architecture to support very large ad-
dresses without penalizing the efficiency ofprograms
that require only small addresses. The address size
(16 or 32 bits) is individually specified for each use, so

ind internal that large and small addresses can be intermixed ar-
bitrarily in a program.

February 1979

I l__Ib~ ~~Ib~~~b~~~ I

4. li
r------ -

L---- -- -

45

68000 programmer’s model

2 banks of 8 32-bit 
registers: one for 
arithmetic (“data”), 
and one for memory 
address calculations.

vcc----

GND-L
CLK - 0

FCO
f-C1
FC2 4

E
VMA
VPA
RES
HL-T

BERR

A1-A23 Address leads

D0-D15 Data leads

AS Address strobe

R/W

UDS, LDS

DTACK

BR

BG

BGACK

IPLO,
IPL1,
IPL2
FCO, FC1,
FC2

CLK
RES

Read/write

Data strobes

Data transfer
acknowledge
Bus request

Bus grant

Bus grant
acknowledge
Interrupt priority
level

Function code

Clock
Reset

HLT Halt

BERR Bus error

E Enable
VPA Valid peripheral

address
VMA Valid memory

address
Vcc + 5 volt (2 pins)
GND Ground (2 pins)

ADDRESS j(A1-A23)

l ( DATA > (DO-D15)

i > ~AS
F--*R/W

L
DS

BGACK

11-PLl

23-bit address bus; capable of addressing
16,777,216 bytes in conjunction with UDS
and LDS.
16-bit data bus; transfers 8 or 16 bits of in-
formation.
Indicates valid address and provides a bus
lock for indivisible operations.
Defines bus operation as read or write and
controls external bus butfers.
Identifies the byte(s) to be operated on ac-
cording to R/W and AS.
Allows the bus cycle to synchronize with
slow devices or memories.
Input to the processor from a device re-
questing the bus,
Output from the processor granting bus ar-
bitration.
Confirmation signal from BG indicating a
valid selection from the arbitration process.
Provides the priority level of the interrupting
function to the processor.

Provides external devices with information
about the current bus cycle and processor
state.
Master TTL input clock to the processor.
Provides reset (initialization) signal to the
processor and peripheral devices.
Stops the processor and allows single step-
ping.
Provides termination of a bus cycle if no
response or an invalid response is received.
Enable clock for 6800 systems.
Identifies addressed area as a 6800
compatible area.
Indicates to 6800 family devices that a valid
address is on the bus.

to index into a table of interrupt vectors in low
memory to find the appropriate entry point to the in-
terrupt handler; there are 256 such vectors (Figure 6).
Individual devices on the same priority level can be
distinguished by different vector numbers, so no
device polling is required. Software traps and excep-
'tion conditions in the processor also transfer through
the vector table; in these cases the vector numbers
are assigned by the processor. The vector table is in
main memory and therefore can be manipulated by
the operating system as necessary. The processor im-
plements a set ofdefault vectors (one for each priority
level) so that existing peripheral devices, not equip-
ped to respond with vector numbers, can be used.
68000 systems can be configured with a processor

directly connected to memory; the addresses
generated by the program are then for the physical
memory. This will suffice for many applications.
More complex applications, especially those with
multiple tasks or even multiple users, will require
more sophisticated memory management. A
separate single-chip device will be available to pro-
vide memory segmentation, address translation, and
memory protection.

68000 design and implementation

The single-chip MC68000 microprocessor (Figure
7) is a partial implementation of the 68000 architec-
ture. It implements as large a subset of the complete
architecture as current technologies will allow. The
relevant technological constraints are limitations on
the number of pins and on circuit density. Addresses
are limited to 24 bits by present-day packaging tech-
nology, which restricts the number of pins per
package to 64. Similarly the data path to memory is
only 16 bits wide. This is not an architectural limita-
tion, but it does require that two memory accesses be
made for each 32-bit datum.

Circuit density limits the number of instructions
that can be implemented. One-eighth of the
operation-code map is currently unimplemented.
Some of this space is allocated in the architec-
ture-for example, for floating-point and string
operations. Some of the free space is currently
unspecified and will be allocated for future architec-
tural enhascement. All unimplemented instructions
cause traps, so that software emulation is possible.
Future,implementations of the architecture may

expand upwards or shrink downwards in perfor-
mance and functional capability. Technological ad-
vances will soon allow the full architecture to be im-
plemented. As circuit densities improve further, new
versions will be faster and smaller (and. thus less ex-
pensive) and will consume less power. Increased cir-
cuit density will also allow the inclusion of on-chip
memory and sophisticated speed-up techniques.
Today's state of the art in MO$ LSI technology

permits approximately one transistor per square mil

Figure 7. MC8000 pin identificptions and definitions. The
microprocessor is housed in a 64-pin package that allows
the use of separate (non-multiplexed) address and data
buses.

COMPUTER50

Linear address space.
24-bit bus -> 16 MB memory
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An example of a complex instruction

MOVEM.L D0/D4-D7/A4/A5,40(A6)

Move the 32-bit data stored in 
7 registers (D0, D4, D5, D6, D7, A4, A5)
to the region of memory pointed to 
by A^, displaced by 28H bytes.

8 byte instruction 
fetch amortized by 
28 byte data move

Takes 58 clock cycles to execute. 
Requires non-architected state to keep 
track of memory and register indices.
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How do we 
design a CPU 
that executes 
58-cycle 
instructions?

Datapath:
Specialized for 

multi-cycle 
operation.

Microcode 
controller:

Takes up most 
of chip area.
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Revisiting register write enables ...

Clk

32
D

WE

Q
32

D Q

clk

D Q

Din0

Din31

Dout0

Dout31

.

.

.

WE

WE

1

0

1

0
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Another approach to write enables ...

Clk

32
D

WE

Q
32

D Q

clk

D Q

Din0

Din31

Dout0

Dout31

.

.

.

WE

1

00
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What’s inside our data memory?

32
Dout

Data Memory

WE32
Din

32
Addr

Writes are clocked:  If WE is 
high, memory Addr captures 
Din on positive edge of clock.

Reads are combinational: 
Put a stable address on Addr,
a short time later Dout is ready.

Let’s modify our register file to make one ...
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Byte 0-3

...

D

D

En

En

En

Q

Q

Q

.

.

.

32M
U
X

32

32

addr

2

.

.

.
Dout

D

D
E
M
U
X

.

.

.

WE

clk
addr

2

Din

32

Byte 4-7

Byte C-F

32
Dout

Data Memory

WE32
Din

2
AddrWord 

address

“Writes are clocked:  If WE is 
high, memory Addr captures 
Din on positive edge of clock.”

“Reads are combinational: 
Put a stable address on Addr,

a short time later Dout is ready.”
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What’s inside a multiplexer?

1

0A

B
S

A

B

S

E

E

S

A tri-state buffer.

If E=1, it drives its 
input to its output. 

If E=0, it acts as 
though it was erased 
from the schematic.

This multiplexer design ensures exactly 
one buffer drives the output at any time.

Why do we need to know this?
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“Output enable” on registers

Clk

1
D

WE

Q
1

OE

The CPU design we will show soon 
uses registers with WE and OE.

The designer has the responsibility to ensure 
exactly one output-enabled register is driving 

a shared wire at any time.

An output-enabled register.

Clk

1
D

WE

Q
1

OE

E
1

How to design one ...
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One part of the 68000 datapath

Two 
16-bit 
buses

16 least-significant bits of the 8 data registers.
Each has 2 WEs and 2 OEs (one for each bus).

Non-architected temporary 
registers, with WE and OE. 
Note ALU output is registered.

Access to 
off-chip 
memory 
bus.
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I I
Figure 8. MC68000 execution unit conflguration.

of circuit area and permits logic gates to be designed
with a speed-to-power product of one picojoule. An
advanced high-density n-channel silicon-gate MOS
technology was selected for the design of the 68000.
This technology supports three-micron device
geometries and provides the designer with multiple
MOS transistor threshold voltages. The technology
allows the circuit designer to develop high-
performance logic gates using minimum-size devices
and to develop internal buffer circuits requiring little
power.
The execution unit is a dual-bus structure that per-

forms both address and data processing (Figure 8).
The two buses are 16 bits wide, and each can be
dynamically reconfigured into three independent sec-

tions as required by the microcode. Three indepen-
dent arithmetic units are available to perform these
calculations; also, special logic functions are provid-
ed to execute long shifts, priority encoding, and bit
manipulation. Each of these units is connected to two
internal buses and receives both input operands
simultaneously from the registers. Eachbus contains
both the true and the complement logic values so that
differential circuit design can be used for higher-
speed operation. The execution unit directly inter-
faces to the external bus logic and buffers, but its
operation is independent of the external timing re-

quirements of the bus.
The control of the 68000 is implemented by micro-

code. The actual structure of the microprogrammed
control structure is discussed in detail in another
paper.9 The microcontrol is implemented as a two--
level structure. The first level contains sequences of
microinstructions with short "vertical" format and
complex branching capabilities. Microinstructions
contain the addresses of nanoinstructions, wide
"horizontal" control words, stored in the second
level. The nanoinstructions directly control the ex-

ecution unit. The use of microcode is motivated by
the high design cost of new VLSI chips. The
microcode's regularity of structure compared to com-
binatorial logic significantly decreases the design
complexity. Microcode also permits some engineer-
ing decisions-for instance, details of specific in-
structions-to be delayed. In other words, once the
micromachine architecture is determined, hardware

implementation (circuit design) and firmware im-
plementation (m.croprogramming) can be done in
parallel.

Conclusion

The Motorola 68000 architecture combines ad-
vanced technology improvements with a better
understanding of the architectural needs of micro-
processor users and microprocessor applications.
The 68000 is a step into an area previously occupied
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implementation (circuit design) and firmware im-
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with a speed-to-power product of one picojoule. An
advanced high-density n-channel silicon-gate MOS
technology was selected for the design of the 68000.
This technology supports three-micron device
geometries and provides the designer with multiple
MOS transistor threshold voltages. The technology
allows the circuit designer to develop high-
performance logic gates using minimum-size devices
and to develop internal buffer circuits requiring little
power.
The execution unit is a dual-bus structure that per-

forms both address and data processing (Figure 8).
The two buses are 16 bits wide, and each can be
dynamically reconfigured into three independent sec-

tions as required by the microcode. Three indepen-
dent arithmetic units are available to perform these
calculations; also, special logic functions are provid-
ed to execute long shifts, priority encoding, and bit
manipulation. Each of these units is connected to two
internal buses and receives both input operands
simultaneously from the registers. Eachbus contains
both the true and the complement logic values so that
differential circuit design can be used for higher-
speed operation. The execution unit directly inter-
faces to the external bus logic and buffers, but its
operation is independent of the external timing re-

quirements of the bus.
The control of the 68000 is implemented by micro-

code. The actual structure of the microprogrammed
control structure is discussed in detail in another
paper.9 The microcontrol is implemented as a two--
level structure. The first level contains sequences of
microinstructions with short "vertical" format and
complex branching capabilities. Microinstructions
contain the addresses of nanoinstructions, wide
"horizontal" control words, stored in the second
level. The nanoinstructions directly control the ex-

ecution unit. The use of microcode is motivated by
the high design cost of new VLSI chips. The
microcode's regularity of structure compared to com-
binatorial logic significantly decreases the design
complexity. Microcode also permits some engineer-
ing decisions-for instance, details of specific in-
structions-to be delayed. In other words, once the
micromachine architecture is determined, hardware

implementation (circuit design) and firmware im-
plementation (m.croprogramming) can be done in
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Bus_Connect Bus_Connect

Bus_ConnectBus_Connect

Six 16-bit on-chip buses, with registered ALUs. 

Controller executes an instruction by 
toggling enables over several cycles.

Switches optionally connect certain buses. 

Enable signals (WE, OE) lets ALUs and registers 
write or listen to top or bottom bus in its domain.
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Controller: 10,000 foot view

Control 
signals 
that are 
constant 
for all 
cycles of 
instruction.

Control signals that the microcode 
engine toggles to do the work.
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Controller: 1000 foot view

U.S. Patent Dec. 22, 1981 Sheet 1 of4 4,307,445 

INSTRUCTION 2 J]: '1 
REGISTER ~ PROGRAM 

1/ MEMORY 
I 4 

INSTRUCTION _ CONTROL 

OECOOE STORE 
8/ 

ALU FUNCTION AND TIM/N6‘ AND SWITCH 
, REGISTER SELECT/0N CONTROL S/G/I/ALS 

EXECUTION UNIT 

PRIORART 6’ 

PROGRAM 
MENDRY 

1/ 

INTER/PUP? 
(“l0 1 fl? l4) (/6 

ADDRESS 

_ :> 
INSTRUC- INSTRUC- _ NIICRORONI MICRO 
TION ~ TION _ ADDRESS CONTROL 

REGISTER DECODE SELECTION STORE 

BRANCH REG/5TH? 
AND FUNCTION 55450770” 

SELECT/0N name-5s 
ccwamolyALs 

20 law 
V NANO 

EXECUTION UNIT CONTROL 
CONTROL STQRE 

Multi-cycle 
microcode

programs for 
each 

instruction 
in the ISA

Microcode program counter and branch control logic.

Decodes 
10-bit states 

into 70-bit  
datapath 

signals

10 bits

70 bits
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Controller: 100 foot view
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68000 die photo

Datapath:
6 buses, 

70 control 
signals

Microcode
Controller:
Two large 

Read-Only 
Memories 

(ROMs) and 
many small 

state machines.
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But ... what exactly is microcode?

R1
...

R4 P DN

DN: 
Extra 
signal 

we 
will 

need.

Here is a simple CPU data path. 
4 architectural registers (R1 - R4) and a temporary (P).

A bus: 32 wires that one register per cycle can write (all can read bus)

32
D

WE

Q

32

OE

WE1 OE1

32
D

WE

Q

32

OE

WE4 OE4

32
D

WE

Q

32

OE

WEP OEP

32

All registers use output enable (OE) and 
write enable (WE) signals to transfer state values.
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But ... what exactly is microcode?

32
D

WE

Q

32

OE

R1

WE1 OE1

...
32

D

WE

Q

32

OE

R4

WE4 OE4

32
D

WE

Q

32

OE

P

WEP OEP

32

DN

Each clock cycle, we can think of this data path 
as executing an 11-bit microcode instruction word:

OE1, WEP;

Assembler format 

a list of “1” columns.

DN WE1 WE2 WE3 WE4 WEP OE1 OE2 OE3 OE4 OEP

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

One microcode instruction - binary format 
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Macro instructions and microcode

32
D

WE

Q

32

OE

R1

WE1 OE1

...
32

D

WE

Q

32

OE

R4

WE4 OE4

32
D

WE

Q

32

OE

P

WEP OEP

32

DN

SHUFFLE semantics: 
After execution of SHUFFLE: 

R1 takes on the old value of R2, 
R2 takes on the old value of R3 ... 
R4 takes on the old value of R1.

A “macro” instruction: SHUFFLE Microcode implementation:
Save R1 in P.OE1, WEP;

OE2, WE1; R1 <- R2
OE3, WE2; R2 <- R3
OE4, WE3; R3 <- R4
OEP, WE4, DN; R4 <- P

Takes 5 cycles to execute.

DN: Set to 
“1” for last 

line of 
microcode.
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Assembling the microcode for SHUFFLE

Save R1 in P.

Assembler:
OE1,WEP;

OE2,WE1;

OE3,WE2;

OE4,WE3;

OEP,WE4,DN;

R1 <- R2
R2 <- R3
R3 <- R4

R4 <- P

DN WE1 WE2 WE3 WE4 WEP OE1 OE2 OE3 OE4 OEP

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Binary: Stored in read-only-memory (ROM)

0
1
2
3
4

microcode instruction addresses in ROM

ROM 
(combinational)

micro
PCD Q

ROM 
entry 
point 
of the 
microcode 
for the 
next macro 
instruction

10

DN

WE* 
OE*

+1

0
1

to data
path

k
k

2^k x 11 bits

k

“The microcode engine”
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How do we 
design a CPU 
that executes 
58-cycle 
instructions?

Datapath:
Specialized for 

multi-cycle 
operation.

Microcode 
controller:

Takes up most 
of chip area.
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Intel Quark ...
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Intel Quark: “New” microcoded Pentium CPU.

Intel® Quark Core—Internal Architecture

Intel® Quark SoC X1000 Core
Hardware Reference Manual October 2013
20 Order Number: 329678-001US

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the Intel® Quark Core. Note that the cache unit is 
16 Kbytes for the Intel® Quark Core. 

Signals from the external 32-bit processor bus reach the internal units through the bus 
interface unit. On the internal side, the bus interface unit and cache unit pass 
addresses bi-directionally through a 32-bit bus. Data is passed from the cache to the 
bus interface unit on a 32-bit data bus. The closely coupled cache and instruction 
prefetch units simultaneously receive instruction prefetches from the bus interface unit 
over a shared 32-bit data bus, which the cache also uses to receive operands and other 
types of data. Instructions in the cache are accessible to the instruction prefetch unit, 
which contains a 32-byte queue of instructions waiting to be executed.

The on-chip cache is 16 Kbytes for the Intel® Quark Core. It is 4-way set associative 
and follows a write-through policy. The Write-Back Enhanced Intel® Quark Core can be 
set to use an on-chip write-back cache policy. The on-chip cache includes features to 
provide flexibility in external memory system design. Individual pages can be 
designated as cacheable or non-cacheable by software or hardware. The cache can also 
be enabled and disabled by software or hardware.

Figure 3. Intel® Quark Core Block Diagram

Microcode ROM

 Wide 
micro-
code 
bus

Shared internal busses.Many instructions 
have only one line 

of microcode.

Intel® Quark Core—Internal Architecture

Intel® Quark SoC X1000 Core
Hardware Reference Manual October 2013
22 Order Number: 329678-001US

3.1 Instruction Pipelining

Not every instruction involves all internal units. When an instruction needs the 
participation of several units, each unit operates in parallel with others on instructions 
at different stages of execution. Although each instruction is processed sequentially, 
several instructions are at varying stages of execution in the processor at any given 
time. This is called instruction pipelining. Instruction prefetch, instruction decode, 
microcode execution, integer operations, floating-point operations, segmentation, 
paging, cache management, and bus interface operations are all performed 
simultaneously. Figure 4 shows some of this parallelism for a single instruction: the 
instruction fetch, two-stage decode, execution, and register write-back of the execution 
result. Each stage in this pipeline can occur in one clock cycle.

Figure 4. Internal Pipelining

The internal pipelining on the Intel® Quark Core offers an important performance 
advantage over many single-clock RISC processors: in the Intel® Quark Core, data can 
be loaded from the cache with one instruction and used by the next instruction in the 
next clock. This performance advantage results from the stage-1 decode step, which 
initiates memory accesses before the execution cycle. Because most compilers and 
application programs follow load instructions with instructions that operate on the 
loaded data, this method optimizes the execution of existing binary code.

The method has a performance trade-off: an instruction sequence that changes 
register contents and then uses that register in the next instruction to access memory 
takes three clocks rather than two. This trade-off is only a minor disadvantage, 
however, since most instructions that access memory use the stable contents of the 
stack pointer or frame pointer, and the additional clock is not used very often. 
Compilers often place an unrelated instruction between one that changes an addressing 
register and one that uses the register. Such code is compatible with the Intel® Quark 
Core provides special stack increment/decrement hardware and an extra register port 
to execute back-to-back stack push/pop instructions in a single clock.

3.2 Bus Interface Unit 

The bus interface unit prioritizes and coordinates data transfers, instruction prefetches, 
and control functions between the processor's internal units and the outside system. 
Internally, the bus interface unit communicates with the cache and the instruction 
prefetch units through three 32-bit buses, as shown in Figure 3. Externally, the bus 

   A5140-01

CLK

Instruction
Fetch

Stage-1
Decode

Stage-2
Decode

Execution

Register
Write-back

Multi-line instrs 
stall in EX stage.

capability to do post-increment, pre- 
decrement, displacement, and indexed 
addressing. Instruction categories 
include data movement, arithmetic opera- 
tions (add, sub, multiply, divide), logi- 
cal operations (and, o r r  exclusive-or, 
not), shift and rotate operations, bit 
manipulation instructions, program con- 
trol, and system control instructions. 

1 .  3. Structure 

To convey an understanding of the 
relationship between system features as 
desired (originally specified) and as 
ultimately supported, it is necessary to 
first describe the philosophy of the con- 
trol structure which will provide the 
background for implementation tradeoffs. 
The MC68OOO uses a microprogrammed control 
unit which is tightly coupled to the exe- 
cution unit and the bus interface. (The 
control structure and execution unit are 
described in greater detail elsewhere 
E21. ) Tight coupling permits full overlap 
of fetch, decode, and execute cycles. 
Overlap of these processing phases has 
impact on implementation of system 
features in the MC68000. 

INSTRUCTION 
DECODE 

CONTROL 
STORE 

CONDITIONALS 

ALU FUNCTION 
& REGISTER 
SELECTION 

I EXECUTION 
UNIT 

Figure 3: Block diagram of 
the MC68OOO control unit 

A basic block diagram of the two 
level control structure used b y  the 
MCbSOOO is shown in Figure 3. The micro 
control store contains a set of routines. 
Each routine is a sequence of micro orders 
w h i c h  implements a macro instruction or a 
portion of a macro instruction (such as an 
addressing mode). The macro instruction 
register decode (Instruction Decode) pro- 
vides a starting address to the micro con- 
trol store which subsequently provides its 
own next addresses for a sequence of micro 
orders which performs operations required 
b y  a particular macro instruction. Each 
micro word contains an address which is 
used to reference a word in the nano con- 
trol stors. The nano control store con- 
tains the set of unique control words 
which is required to support the entire 

instruction set. Words in the nano con- 
trol store are field-encoded such that 
with two to three levels of decoding they 
will directly drive control points in the 
execution unit. To aid in reducing the 
size of the control unit the MC68000 
employs a residual control technique Ell.  
Information which remains static for the 
duration of a macro instruction is held in 
a register (not translated through the 
control stores) so that space in the con- 
trol stores is reserved for information 
which changes from micro cycle to micro 
cycle. 

F3 I F 4  I F 5  I F6 F7 
D 2  : D3 I D4 I D5 D6 
El : E2 : E3 I E 4  E4 €4 : E5 

Figure 4: Simplified instruction 
execution sequence 

A simplified view, as illustrated b y  
figure 4, assumes that instructions exhi- 
bit only fetch, decode, and execute 
cycles. The boundary between macro 
instructions is controlled b y  the execute 
cycle (which may require several machine 
cycles to complete). The basic philosophy 
of the control structure is that fetch, 
decode, and execute cycles will be over- 
lapped across every macro instruction 
boundary. This implies that the micro 
routine for each macro instruction must 
insure that: 

The next macro instruction word is 
accessed with sufficient time to be 
fully decoded b y  the end of the current 
macro instruction. 

The word following the next macro 
instruction is fetched b y  the end of  
the current macro instruction. 

S u b  
Add 
Cmp 

Figure 5: Simple sequence 
of instructions. 

As an example, assume a simple 
sequence of single word instructions as 
shown in Figure 5. It is the responsibil- 
ity of the micro routine for the subtract 
instruction to ensure that the add 
instruction is placed into IR with suffi- 
cient time to decode and that a fetch is 
made to the word following the add 
ins truc t ion. Even if the subtract 
instruction consists of multiple words 
(additional words might contain an immedi- 
ate value, displacement, or an address) 
the above stated constraints still apply. 
The micro routines will make as many 
accesses to the instruction stream as 
there are words in the definition of the 
associated macro instruction. The 

3 

Microcode in 2014?

Hazards? Stall ...
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Aimed at “Internet of Things” - very low cost.

Bay Trail 
Z3000. 
New Intel 
“Atom” 
chip for
low-cost 
tablets.
22 nm
process.

Challenge: Quark runs a standard IA-32 
instruction set, but has 1/10th the transistors.

Solution: Tiny caches (16 KB vs Z3000 multi-MB), 
no GPU, .... and, microcode CPU (vs. 17-stage,
dual-issue, out-of-order, multi-core Z3000 CPU).  

Quark: a 
$5 x86.
20% of
Z3000

die-size 
32 nm  

process.
Based on a 1994 
486DX4 design.
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Meeting IoT price points with a more modern design

Chromecast:
Web browser in a flash-drive form factor. Plugs into 
the HDMI port on a TV. Includes a Wi-Fi chip so you 
can control the browser from your cell phone.

Wi-Fi ARM CPU
(Marvell) 

512 MB 
DRAM

2 GB 
Flash

$35 retail 
implies 
Bill of 

Materials 
(BOM) in 
the $20 
range ...
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Break

Play:
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UC Regents Fall 2013  © UCBCS 250 L1: Fab/Design Interface

Economics ... inextricably part of chip design

Andy Grove 
UCB Ph.D. 1963
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Paul Otellini,
Haas School 

MBA 1974Steve Jobs

Moscone Center, 2005.
Apple switches 

the Mac to Intel CPUs.
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“The thing you have to remember 
is that this was before the iPhone 
was introduced and no one knew 

what the iPhone would do ... 
At the end of the day, there was a 
chip that they were interested in 
that they wanted to pay a certain 
price for and not a nickel more 
and that price was below our 

forecasted cost. I couldn't see it.    
It wasn't one of these things you 

can make up on volume. 
And in hindsight, the forecasted 
cost was wrong and the volume 
was 100x what anyone thought."

Paul Otellini
Source: theatlantic.com
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300 mm 

Intel Haswell wafer (22nm FinFET) How do you 
estimate the 

manufacturing  
cost of a chip?

Chip factories 
(“fabs”) process 

wafers that 
contain many 

copies of a chip 
(“dies”)

So, step one is 
estimating the 

cost to 
manufacture a 

wafer.
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353 Haswell CPU 
dies on this wafer

37353331
27

21

11

3335
31

27
Die counts 
per column

21

11

 ==> $4.80 per die!
But if die were 
twice as big ... 
$9.60 per die!

This is one reason 
why die size 

matters.
This analysis is optimistic ...
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Yield: Not all dies on the wafer will work!

 A = die area  Do =  defects per unit area
 Yield (A) = 100%  ×  exp(-A*Do)
If A << Do, yield approach 100%. 
If A ≈ 2 Do, yield is about 13%
Another reason why die size matters!

Note: this “Poisson” model is 
overly pessimistic, 

real-world yield models 
are more complex.

un-etched conductive material, reaction between materials used device processing etc. An
example of a conductive material (CoeSi) causing short between to adjacent contact is shown
in Fig. 27 [87]. This CoeSi layer is only few nanometers in thickness but caused a leakage
between two electrically isolated contacts.

8.3. Electrically resistive interfaces

Electrically resistive connection in circuit elements can be caused by various mechanisms
including incomplete etch and residual or foreign materials. The layers causing resistive
interfaces are often less than few nanometers in thickness and can be only imaged using
a TEM. An example of a resistive tungsten contact (or plug) to substrate is shown in
Fig. 28. An example of via failure due to high resistance interface caused by an interfacial
layer between via and copper metal line is shown in Fig. 29 that compares a failed and
good via.

Fig. 27. An example of a short causing leakage between adjacent W contacts to silicon substrate [87].

Fig. 28. (a) Cross-section TEM image of resistive tungsten contact (or plug) to silicon substrate. (b) The sample is tilted
away from Silicon [110] zone-axis to enhance diffraction contrast.

92 R.S. Rai, S. Subramanian / Progress in Crystal Growth and Characterization of Materials
55 (2009) 63e97
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“That price was below our 
forecasted cost”

Per-die costs we overlooked:
- cost to test each die
- cost for the packaging
- per-chip licensing costs

Non-recurring costs:

“Things you can make up   
on volume”

- designing the chip
- fab process development
- product eco-system
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Industry Organization

i286 
design 
team (1984)
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Integrated Device 
Manufacturers 

(IDMs)

Intel designs 
“standard product” 

chips that sell
to many customers 
(Apple, Dell, HP). It develops 

IC process 
technology,
for use in its 
own wafer 
fabs.

It avoids “competing 
with its customers” 
(Intel doesn’t make 

notebook PCs).

This was the 
original industry 
model.
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Fabless 
Merchant  

Model

Qualcomm designs chips 
for use in smartphones, 
but does not own fabs.

TSMC (a “foundry”) owns fabs, but 
does not do chip design. Qualcomm 

contracts with TSMC to design its chips.

HTC (and many other smartphone 
companies) buy chips from Qualcomm.
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Fabless  
Captive     
Model

Apple designs chips 
(the “A” series) for 
exclusive use in its 
iOS-series products 

(such as the 
iPhone).

Apple doesn’t own a fab, and so it contracts 
with foundries (currently Samsung!)
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Original  
Captive     
Model

IBM owns fabs, and 
designs CPU chips, 
for use in most of 
its server lines.

For many decades, it manufactured 
DRAM chips (Robert Dennard, the 
inventor of the DRAM, works for IBM).
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Entire industries exist to “sell arms” to “semis”

“Electronic 
Design 

Automation” 
(EDA, or CAD)

Chip 
fabrication 
tools
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Wafer manufacturing
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Silicate materials form 90% of the earth’s crust 

Silica (silicon dioxide) 
is mined, mostly for 
use in concrete.

Refined elemental 
silicon (95% pure) is 
mostly used for 
aluminum metallurgy.

Electronic grade 
silicon requires 
99.9999999% purity.

“Single crystalline” 
composition is also 
required for wafers.
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Silicon “ingots” are grown 
from a “perfect” crystal 
seed in a melt, and then 
purified to “nine nines”.
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Ingots sliced into 450μm thick wafers, using a diamond saw.
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This photo is from Intel’s ecommerce site for server chips.
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This photo is from Intel’s ecommerce site for server chips.

Xeon E7-8870, 
in small 
quantities, 
$4600

6 inch square 
Si single-

crystal wafer, 
$2 on Alibaba 

Wafer costs are crucial 
for solar cells, but 
irrelevant for chips 

that perform 
high-value functions.

But yet, photo was shot behind solar cells to look “hi-tech” :-).
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Fabrication
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On Thursday

Advanced pipeline design - welcome to the 1990s ! 

Have fun in section!
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